Communication Sciences and Disorders, BA

Catalog Year: 2018-2019

Last Name: ____________________________ First Name: ____________________________ MI: ____________

Student ID ____________________________ CAAR Advisor: ____________________________

Previous Degrees Completed? Direct Transfer Bachelors Masters Other

Final Transcripts Evaluated? Yes No

Program Major Ready Coursework and Milestones

EWU General Education Requirements

Pre-University Basic Skills

All Coursework Complete

Competencies

English Proficiency Yes MATH Proficiency Yes Computer Literacy No

BACRs

Complete MR Required

Humanities Yes Humanities Yes Social Sciences Yes Social Sciences Yes Natural Sciences Yes Natural Sciences Yes

Graduation requirements

Complete MR Required

Cultural Gender Diversity Yes International Studies Yes Foreign Language Yes

Program Major Ready Courses and/or Prerequisites

Course Credits Grade >

CMST 200, 201, or 210 5 C-

MATH 380, CSBS 320, DSCI 245, or MATH 121 5 C-

BIOL 100,171, 232, or 320 5 C-

CHEM 100, 121, 161, PHYS 100, or 115 5 C-

PSYC 100, 201, or SOCI 101 5 C-

Minimum of 102 quarter credits complete.

Courses in Applied Developmental Psychology, Early Childhood Ed, Special Ed, ESL, Sociology, Disability Studies encouraged.

A minimum GPA of 2.75 is required for program admission.

BACRs are complete

Applied into the Communication Sciences and Disorders Program

To be filled out by the Student Success Coordinator

Faculty Advisor

ID: ____________________________

Name (printed) ____________________________

Reviewed by: ____________________________

Date: 3/8/2019